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Abstract. Both business and research communities provide considerable funding in 
development of novel materials added by graphene or graphene-like structures as well 
as devices based on these materials as graphene offers the unique properties, which 
can be exploited in nowadays industry. In this review, the different applications of 
tailored hybrid structures of nanofibers covered by multi-layered defective graphene are 
demonstrated alongside with the bottom-up approach to fabricate such kind of structures.  
The main attention is paid onto nanostructural modifications of carbon layers encapsulating 
alumina nanofibers to ensure wide possible applications of the designed nanostructures. The 
materials has shown potential uses as reinforcements for multifunctional electro-conductive 
ceramics, electrochemical conversion, highly sensitive sensing, and as substrates for bio-
applications. The general synthetic rules towards graphene deposition and the guidance and 
inspiration on the trends for the specific choice of structures towards applications of interest 
are demonstrated in this paper.

1. INTRODUCTION
The explosive interest in two-dimensional sheets of 
sp2 - hybridized carbon stems from extraordinary 
mechanical, structural, thermal, electrical, and 
electronic properties, and, therefore, from a potential it 
may provide for future advanced and even unexpected 
commercial applications [1,2]. A single-layer 
graphene or “real” graphene represents two-
dimensional sheet of well-arranged carbon atoms 
with outstanding charge carrier mobility (electron 
mobility is estimated to be up to 15000 cm2V-1s-1 [3]) 
and exceptional stiffness (modulus of elasticity is 
predicted to be up to 1.0 TPa [4]). Recently, graphene 
was proved as a bio-compatible material that 
may be successfully used for bio engineering and 
sensors [5].
    However, because an up-scalable production of 
a defect-free single-layer graphene is a great challenge 
up to now, the multi-layered graphene, consisting 
of several graphene layers, and/or highly  defected 

graphene-like sheets are widely used. Properties of  
few-layered stacks of graphene-like sheets are dis- 
tinguishing from properties of an “ideal” graphene. 
For example, an assembly becomes increasingly 
metallic showing excellent possibility for 
functionalization and/or decoration with 
nanoparticles required for the specific application. 
Utilization of carbon nanostructures for a wide 
variety of applications requires a procedure 
for preparation of different objects depending 
on their specific needs.
   Among recent key developments, the bottom-
up synthesis routes [6] have the potential for 
production of carbon nanostructures at an affordable 
cost. One of the well-developed approaches is a 
thermal decomposition of silicon on the surface of 
6H-SiC [7]. A synthesis route using chemical vapor 
deposition (CVD) has found a wide application 
as being the prospective one due its possibility to 
produce defect-free graphene of a large size [8].
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Method of the direct CVD growth of multilayered 
graphene-like structures on insulating substrates 
represents the further challenge for research 
community. A recently developed method for the 
direct CVD of a single- or a few-layer graphene 
film onto the dielectric surfaces via a controlled 
metal evaporation from the covering metal foil 
during the catalytic growth [9], although presented 
an interesting approach, requires a high quality 
sacrificial copper layer and precisely controllable 
parameters of the process. The comparative 
analysis of different methods is given in Table 1. 
        The 3D architecture of nanostructures is currently 
represented by activated carbons, graphenated-CNTs 
[10,11], graphene nanoplatelets [12] with a high 
density of the exposed graphene edges, etc. The 
reliable procedure to produce 3D foliated fuzzy 
graphene-like structures and control over their 
properties is of the primary importance for progress 
in carbon-related areas, which may enable a range 
of materials features starting with the optimized 
energy/power densities, durability, and ending by the 
potentially reducing cost and minimal environmental 
impact. New product should be commercially viable 
and substantially surpass the performance of the 
existing materials at comparable manufacturing costs. 
     As the fundamental advantage of a graphenated 
nanostructure is the electroconductivity combined 
with a tailorable surface area, a framework of the  

Table 1. Methods of graphene fabrication and possible applications of the graphene produced.

hybrid nanofibers coupled with the specified density 
of the graphene edges may serve many different tasks 
and find wide applications in industry. Development 
of graphene of various morphologies is one of the 
main tasks of the present review, which summarizes 
possible applications of graphene-like nanostructures 
deposited onto insulating inorganic substrates.

2. EXPERIMENTAL

2.1. Materials and experimental set-up

To produce different morphologies of the graphene-
like nanostructures, a network of ceramic nanofibers, 
manufactured by a recently developed process of 
controlled liquid phase oxidation of an aluminium 
melt, was chosen as a substrate for carbon 
deposition. The network represents a mesoporous 
complex structure consisting of highly-aligned 
self-assembled oxide nanofibers with a single 
nanofiber diameter ranged from 5 up to 50 nm 
and a narrow distribution of nanofibers diameters 
throughout one block. The typical aspect ratio is 107, 
Fig. 1, and the specific surface area measured by 
BET method is ranged from 142 up to 175 m2g-1 

depending on fibers diameter. The as-produced 
fibers mostly composed of partially hydrated 
(2–6 wt.%) gamma-alumina phase that can be 
converted into alfa-alumina by a heat treatment

Method Crystallite 
size 

[μm]

Sample size 

[mm]

Charge carrier 
mobility 
(at ambient 
temperature)

[cm2V-1s-1]

Applications

Mechanical 
exfoliation

> 1000 > 1 > 2×105 and
> 106 (at low 
temperature)

Research

Chemical 
exfoliation

< 0.1 Infinite as 
a layer of 
overlapping 
flakes

100 (for a layer of 
overlapping flakes)

Coatings, paint/ink, composites, 
transparent conductive layers, 
energy storage, bioapplications

Chemical 
exfoliation via 
graphene oxide

~ 100 Infinite as 
a layer of 
overlapping 
flakes

100 (for a layer of 
overlapping flakes)

Coatings, paint/ink, composites, 
transparent conductive layers, 
energy storage, bioapplications

CVD 1000 ~ 1000 10000 Photonics, nanoelectronics, 
transparent conductive layers, 
sensors, bioapplications

SiC 50 100 10000 High-frequency transistors and 
other electronic devices
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at temperatures exceeded 1250 °C [13]. For 
carbon deposition onto the 85 – 95% porous 
substrate, a custom-made thermal “hot-wall” 
chemical vapour deposition setup has been 
worked out as detailed elsewhere [14,15]. 
    For carbon deposition without catalyst, the net- 
work of ceramic nanofibers was directly placed into 
the reactor preheated up to 1000 °C in the atmo- 
sphere of methane (CH4) flowing with a rate 
of 50 cm3min-1 and nitrogen (N2) flowing 
with a rate of 500 cm3min-1 required for 
elimination of the products of reaction. Before 
deposition, each sample was first annealed for  
5 min in air and then 5 min in nitrogen to purify 
the substrate from any impurities and/or bond water. 
Time of the reaction was adjusted depending on the 
desired structure of the coating. Graphene growth 
was performed by sequential introduction of the 
mixture of gases: methane, as a carbon precursor, 
and nitrogen and/or hydrogen, as a carrier gas, that 
allows control of the morphology of carbon layers.

2.2. Characterization

Weight of a deposited coating was determined by 
the ELTRA 84 analytical balances. Microstructural 
features were examined by a high-resolution 
scanning electron microscopy (HR-SEM) Zeiss 
HR Gemini FESEM Ultra 55 equipped with Bruker 
EDX system ESPRIT 1.8 suitable for energy-
dispersive X-ray measurements. Morphology at 
a higher magnification and structure of carbon 
coating was studied using transmission electron

microscope JEOL JEM-2200FS HR-TEM with two 
Cs-correctors, 200 kV field emission gun (FEG) and 
in-column energy filter (Omega Filter) configured to 
produce a high-end energy filtered imaging. Raman 
spectroscopy, used for characterization of carbon 
layers, was performed with the help of Horiba  
JobinYvon HR800 high resolution Raman 
spectrometer equipped with a green Nd:YAG laser 
(λ=532.1 nm), a red He-Ne laser (λ=632.8 nm), 
and a multichannel CCD detection system in the 
backscattering configuration. For peaks fitting and 
peaks parameters calculation MagicPlot software 
was applied. Interrelation between graphene 
flakes evolution and Raman peaks was examined. 
Five samples with gradual increase of size and 
density of flakes with clearly distinguishable 
morphological features were chosen for 
investigation. Raman signals were collected from 
five adjacent points and averaged; for isolation 
of a signal from the flakes, the spectrum from the 
sample with the weight gain of 26% was used as 
a baseline and extracted from all other spectra.
X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) was 
performed with an Omicron Multiprobe XPS 
system with a base pressure of 2×10-10 mbar, using 
a monochromated Al Kα source (hν = 1486.6 eV) 
and an EA125 U5 analyzer at a 45° takeoff 
angle. Wide surveys were collected at 50 eV pass 
energy, while core level spectra were collected at 
20 eV pass energy. Data collected were analyzed 
using CasaXPS software. The carbon content 
deposited onto the fibers was determined by 
thermogravimetric analysis using Stanton Redcroft

Fig. 1. SEM micrographs of top (a) and side (b, c) of the network of nanofibers. HR-TEM image of separated 
nanofibers (d). Optical photograph of the block of ceramic nanofibers (e). Differential pore size distribution in 
the network determined with the help of nitrogen adsorption (f).
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device at maximum temperature of 950 °C in 
air. The heating rate was settled to 5 °C·min-1. 
Specific surface area was estimated with the help 
of a Quantachrome Autosorb iQ instrument running 
nitrogen physisorption measurements at 77 K.

3. GRAPHENE AUGMENTED 
    INORGANIC NANOFIBERS (GAIN)

3.1. Graphene-like nanostructures

Depending on the process parameters, the 
nanostructures of different morphologies can be 
produced as either “smooth” coatings or foliated 
“fuzzy” sheets as shown in Fig. 2.
    As soon as the weight gain (ΔW) of the carbon 
coating is reached of about ΔW=150%, the formation 
of the graphene flakes along the longitudinal axis 
of the fiber is started. The appearance of foliates is 
similar to the leaves of aquatic plants “Leptodictyum 
riparium”: quite homogeneously distributed foliates 
grow perpendicular to the fiber surface and their 
density is regulated by process parameters.
      Fig. 3 indicates the carbon increment registered in 
a set on samples grown at 1000 °C without catalyst 
at a different deposition time and a rate of methane 
flow. At the constant temperature, the most affecting 
factor in controlling layers morphology is the time 
of reaction. Extending the deposition time provides

a higher weight gain, and a larger number of the 
layers. Fig. 4 demonstrates the sample gained 
170% of the weight with the clearly recognizable 
7–10 graphene layers. The maximum achieved 
ΔW is 869.7% produced in CH4 flow 200 cm3min-1 
with 120 min growth time. The set of experiment 
performed for a longer time (5 and 48 hours with the 
weight gain of 1096.2% and 1171.5%, respectively) 
did not reveal any substantial difference in the flakes 
shape, distribution and density as compared with the 
specimen treated for 2 h. Therefore, the saturation in 
carbon deposition may be explained by limited room 
for foliates growth that is essentially determined 
by the inter-fibers distance in a substrate. The 
saturation occurs at ΔW of around 700–900%, due 
to difficulties for penetration of carbon atoms deep 
inside the sample representing a branched structure. 
Gas penetration or inter-fibers channels closing is 
fully completed at around ΔW=1200%.
     With an increase in number of layers, the size of  
the graphene domains increases. The boundary 
between domains may play a role of nucleation 
centres for new domains creation. The TEM study 
of the microstructural features revealed slight 
oscillation of the flakes that interferes sharpness 
at the edges of foliates. Fig. 5 shows the HR-
TEM images of the foliated graphene multi-layers 
indicating the structural features of the coating 
deposited at the flow of CH4 during 90 and 120 min.

Fig. 2. SEM images of different morphologies of graphene-like structures (a-d). Schematic of the structures: 
Label 1 indicate substrate fiber, 2 – first few (1-5) layers, 3– many (5-15) layers, 4 – new thin flake,  
5 – evolved thick flake, 6 – resulting coating with a maximum density of the flakes.
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Fig. 3. Weight gain at different methane flow rates and growth time (a). Effect of methane flow rate (b) and 
growth time (c) on weight gain.

Fig. 4. TEM images of carbon coating consisting of up to 10 graphene layers (a-c). Label 1 points to stacked 
graphene layers, 2 marks a substrate nanofiber; and 3 shows outer highly defective layer.

    Fig. 6 provides an insight into the structure of 
foliates. The multi-layered graphene sheets can 
obviously be seen giving quite a high density 
of free edges that can successfully be used for 
electrochemical and sensors applications [16-18].
   Study of the mechanism of foliates formation  
may give a new insight into tailoring nanostructures. 
A stress-buckling mechanism, described elsewhere 
for the graphenated CNTs [19], suggested a 
residual stress build-up between CNT walls due to 
unequal growth rates. Here, an alternative method 
is proposed. Carbon radicals in close vicinity of the

unsaturated aluminium sites and/or structural defects 
on the substrate surface create the nucleation seeds 
for the development of foliates. Then, during 
growing, the expanding domains touch each other 
to form a specific structure. The possible options 
can be sub-divided into two parts depending of 
the availability of the nucleation sites. Options for 
”smooth” surface with a low amount of sites (types A 
and B) as well as ”rough” surface with considerable 
amount of sites (types C and D) are provided in Fig. 7. 
     To study the evolution of foliates, the following 
parameters were chosen: methane flow rate 10, 25,  
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Fig. 5. TEM images of coating structure in details and graphene flakes internalorganization: (a, b) –graphene 
layers; (c) – general view with marks of zoomed areas; (d) – point of bifurcation of graphene layers;  
(e) – free edges of the outer layers; (f, g) – nanostructure of foliates; (h) – common view of the foliated structure;  
(i, j) – flakes of few graphene layers.

50, 75, 100, 150, and 200 cm3min-1 and growth time 
10, 30, 60, 90, and 120 min. Fig. 8 illustrates the 
effect of the reaction time and the methane’ flow 
rate on morphology of the graphene-like structures.
The evolution of the graphene flakes is visually 
seen. First discernible flakes appear when the weight 
gain ΔW=100%. In the range ΔW = 200–400%, 
nano-foliates fast occupy all available 
space  increasing in size and density. 

After reaching ΔW = 500%, it is hardly 
to find morphological difference between 
samples in the HR-SEM images. 
Therefore, to produce the samples relatively fast 
and with coating weight of near maximum, it 
is preferable to use a higher available methane 
flow; however, to produce the well-developed 
surface, the best way is to use methane flow 
of 50 cm3min-1 or less adding hydrogen.
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Fig. 6. HR-TEM micrographs of foliates from different locations (a-f). Arrows indicate the edges of layers.

Fig. 7. Schematic of flake formation mechanisms. Stages of the deposition procedure are indicated in the right 
side of the figure. 
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Fig. 8. HR-SEM images of the nanostructures. Coating weight is indicated inside a black rectangle, the width 
of this rectangle is 400 nm.
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3.2. Characterization

The XPS analysis, which is detailed in [20], 
illustrates the fact that graphene augmented inorganic 
nanofibers (GAIN) are mainly composed of oxygen 
and carbon. XPS survey spectra reveal C 1s and  
O 1s as the most pronounced peaks. The sample 
of the low carbon content (ΔW=15%) generates 
two peaks associated with the binding energies of  
74 and 119 eV, which are absent in other materials 
and relates to Al 2p and 2s photoelectrons, [20].
       The oxygen content is the lowest one for a highly  
graphenated nanostructure (ΔW=700%), thus 
indicating high carbon purity of the deposited  
coating. The C 1s spectra exhibit a sharp peak at  
284.3 eV with additional contributions at higher 
binding energies, which can be ascribed as a 
trigonally bonded carbon (sp2 centers), tetrahedrally 
bonded carbon (sp3 centers), C-O/C=O carbon, 
carboxylic acid groups, and π – π* shake-up 
peaks, respectively. Fibers covered by 2–5 layers 
of graphene (ΔW=15%) have the lowest sp2 

concentration (63%) and the highest concentration 
of oxidized carbon centers (20%). Therefore, at 
the early stages of deposition, the layer chemically 
interacts with the oxide support [20].
   Fig. 9 demonstrates the spectra depicted from  
pure alumina, few-layered graphenated alumina, 
alumina coated by the foliated graphene; and 
MWCTs since alumina nanofibers encapsulated 
by graphene may be essentially described as a 
multiwalled carbon nanotube filled by ceramic 
nano-rod. 
     The characteristic peaks for graphene structures 
are D and G peaks at ~1350 and ~1590 cm-1, 
respectively [21]. Additional peaks at 2680, 2930, 
and 3230 cm-1 represent characteristics of graphene 
layers [22]. A single symmetric peak at 2680 cm-1 
indicates a few-layered graphene, as there is no 
splitting into an asymmetric doublet typical for 
graphite [22]; moreover, the relatively narrow bands 

     Taking into consideration insignificant change in 
the intensity of the D, G, and 2D peaks, and the ratio 
of ID/IG equal to 1.45 ± 0.07 for structures with a 
weight gain from 100 up to 900%, an interrelation 
between  graphene flakes evolution and Raman peaks 
was studied. In [58], free-standing graphene stacks of 
2–20 layers was examined [23]. The observed peaks 
frequencies and shapes were found to be unique 
for the specific number of layers [23], and effect 
was repeatable at different energies of excitation 
photons, Eexc = 1.58 eV (785 nm), 1.96 eV (633 nm), 
and 2.33 eV (532 nm). Fig. 10 represents the Raman 
response observed in the range 150–350 cm-1 

in green and red excitation light and definitely 
testifies to the interrelations between the obtained 
peaks and modifications of coatings morphology.
    Under a green laser, there are three discernible 
peaks can be found: the peak at 238.3 cm-1, at 269.5 
cm-1, and 287 cm-1. With a help of the red laser, 
four peaks at 185.5 cm-1, 213.7 cm-1, 244.5 cm-1, 
and 290.5 cm-1 were found. Under the green light, 
a signal/noise ratio is poorer as compared to the red 
one, where the peaks are more recognizable and 
sharp. Excitation by red laser provides much lower 
noise but the peaks looks a bit suppressed. Only 
peaks 1 and 2 can be reliably allocated. Moreover, 
the peak 2 probably consists of two overlapping 
peaks. Predictably, it is hard to tie up the measured 
spectra with the results obtained on a high quality 
graphene with an exact number of layers; however, 
it can be used as an empirical correlation stimulated 
by flakes evolution.

3.3. Applications of GAINs
3.3.1. Electrochemical energy conversion
With the exhaustion of conventional energy 
sources, the need in renewable and efficient energy 
is continuously growing [24]. GAIN network 
is shown to serve as an excellent material for 
the electrochemical energy conversion due to 
presumably high electrical conductivity, chemical

Fig. 9. Raman spectra of purified alumina nanofibers (a), slightly coated (ΔW=15%) (b), and deposited by 
flakes near maximum (ΔW =860%) (c); and commercially available MWCNT (d).



inertness, suitable durability, proper geometry 
allowing access to all catalyst particles, as well as a 
long time stability and reproducibility of functional 
characteristics [16]. The long-standing problem 
of agglomeration of the CNTs and/or graphene 
nanoplatelets has been solved through the presence 
of the rigid fibers providing the 3D architecture and 
the high level of porosity.
      In [16], the detailed analysis of the prepared sub-
strate covered by 1–3 layers of graphene and decorated 
by Pt (Fig. 11a) is provided demonstrating that the 
electrochemical surface area (ESA) is in the range of 
0.05–0.4 VRHE for the developed material, which 
is larger than the reported for commonly used Pt/C.  

Fig. 10. Raman spectra of four samples obtained at two excitation energies 2.33 eV (Green laser), and 1.96 eV 
(Red laser) in the range 150–350 cm-1.

The difference in the potential at a half current between 
Pt/ANFC and Pt/C is around 22 mV. Therefore, a 
smaller driving force is needed to reduce the oxygen. 
Fig. 11b displays a specific activity and a mass activity 
specified from the kinetic current obtained at 1600 rpm 
in O2 saturated 0.1 M HClO4 and ECSA [16].
      Good stability is explained by the relatively high
(75 %) content of the sp2 hybridized carbon atoms, 
while for an activated carbon, the sp3 hybridization 
is typical, and the electrochemical degradation of 
carbon is more prone at sp3 sites rather than at sp2 [25]. 
The graphene encapsulated and platinizing hybrid 
fibers network has a straightforward applications in 
imminent catalyst nanostructures.

Fig. 11. TEM observations of Pt nanoparticles on the surface of GAIN (a). Comparison of mass and surface 
activity of Pt/ANFC and Pt/C (b). Adapted from [16].
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3.3.2. Electroconductive fillers for composites
The research area of graphene added composites is 
now quite mature [26-28]. However, the benefits 
offered by nanocarbon-based fillers is hindered by 
problems with agglomeration and poor dispersity 
throughout the host matrix. For the first time, the 
novel approach to electroconductive nano-fillers for 
otherwise dielectric materials has been proposed in 
[15]. The thermal analysis and Raman spectroscopy 
of the graphenated alumina nanofibers produced 
with no foliates on the several graphene layers are 
detailed in [15,16]. Raman spectrum, obtained 
from the fibers subjected to ball milling, confirms 
integrity of the carbon layers on the surface. Four 
well-recognized peaks around 1340 cm-1, 1600 cm-1, 
2680 cm-1, and 2930 cm-1 are clearly identified 
together with an additional weak peak at 3180 cm-1,
Fig. 12. Relatively narrow bands point to the 
nanocrystalline structure of the carbon.
    The dried suspension of the alumina and fillers 
represents a homogeneous mixture of the nanofibers 
within the ceramic matrix, Fig. 12, providing a clear 
evidence of good dispersion of the nanofibers within 
the matrix. The alumina and partially stabilized 
zirconia based nanocomposites were consolidated 
by spark plasma sintering technique as described 
in [15,29,30]. Sintered materials demonstrated 
significant increase in electroconductivity at as 
low load of graphene as 0.3 wt.% for alumina-
based composites and 0.34 wt.% for zirconia based 
composites. This fact confirms the feasibility of the 
developed nanostructures of the graphenated alumina 
nanofibers as nanofillers for enhancing electrical 
response of otherwise dielectric ceramic matrices.
  Moreover, the strategy allows fabrication of 
materials of functional gradients and controlled 
anisotropy [31,32]. For example, layered alumina, 
where layers of pure alumina and GAINs are 
alternating, demonstrates the directional electrical 
and thermal conductivity. A graphene-containing 
interlayer with 50 μm thickness, sandwiched 
between two monolithic 10 mm layers of alumina 
shows ~30% enhancement in isotropic thermal

Fig. 12. Raman spectra of GAINs after milling (a), mixture of alumina and GAINs, fractured surface of the 
composite (the fibers are pointed by arrows) (c), and dependence of electro-conductivity on fibers content in 
alumina (d).

conductivity of monolithic alumina [31]. The 
electronic contribution of the thermal transport is 
negligible and the main mechanism for thermal 
transport is phonon scattering. Electrons are the 
dominant carriers in the graphene augmented nano-
fillers, however in the composites, strong p-doping of 
alumina matrix resulted in p-type conduction [32]. The 
developed layered structures enable engineering of 
lightweight electronics enclosures where anisotropic 
properties can enable multifunctionality such as 
electrostatic charge dissipation and electromagnetic 
interference shielding, while thermal conductivity is 
a critical concern. Control of the process parameters, 
thickness and amount of GAIN fillers, allows tuning 
the electrical response, which can help designing 
functional materials with potential application in 
areas such as EMI-shielding for electronics and 
aerospace.

3.3.4. Scaffolds for bio-applications
Micro-environmental control of stem cell fate is 
of primary importance in tissue engineering and 
regenerative medicine. Recently it was proved that 
topography of the culture substrate or scaffold may 
affect stem cell differentiation. The highly aligned 
3D network represents a great opportunity for 
tissue engineering [33]. Currently, there are three 
major ways to fabricate nanofibrous scaffolds: self-
assembly, electrospinning, and phase separation. 
Each has its own processing capabilities, advantages, 
and disadvantages. The developed substrates for cells 
differentiation and growth based on the biocompatible 
and chemically stable network of GAIN represents the 
significant breakthrough in biotechnology. Graphene-
coated surfaces have been shown to accelerate cell 
adhesion and proliferation of mesenchymal stem 
cells (MSC) into osteocytes [34] and adipocytes [35]. 
MSCs were committed towards cardiomyogenic 
lineage by culturing them on graphene by 
regulated expression of extra-cellular matrix and 
signalling molecules [36]. Unique composition and 
structure of the GAIN scaffolds allows changes 
in microenvironment making fibrous substrates. 
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  Using GAIN scaffolds, an efficient neuronal 
differentiation of the stem cells has been 
demonstrated for the first time. Fig. 13 schematically 
shows specifically oriented supports for cells growth. 
The horizontal orientation of the fibers tolerates 
preferable orientation and varying morphology 
of different types of cells [37]. New GAIN 
scaffolds represent a novel biocompatible material 
capable of direct facilitation of MSC attachment, 
proliferation and early guidance of cell spontaneous 
differentiation towards neural lineages, just due to its 
topo-mechanical features. Facing highly anisotropic 
substrate, a number of contradictory messages may 
be transduced into the nucleus via cell cytoskeleton 
and membrane tension and cells react in a unique 
way which is impossible if cells grow in plane.
  The vertical orientation of the fibers in the  
scaffold allows development of mixed tumour model 
[38]. This assertively causes different expression of 
respective oncogenes and tumor suppressor genes.

3.3.5. Sensors for bio-analytes
Ascorbic acid (AA), dopamine (DA), and uric acid 
(UA) are compounds of primary importance in bio- 
and medical sciences. All these bio-molecules play a 
fundamental role in human metabolism [39] and co-
exist in physiological fluids [40]. Ascorbic acid is a 
powerful  antioxidant needed to cure cancer, scurvy, 
colds, and many other diseases [41]; dopamine is 
one of the most vital neurotransmitters controlling 
functions of the central nervous system [42]; uric acid  
is the primary product of purine metabolism indica-
ting gout, hyperuricemia and other diseases [43].

  The development of a technique for simul- 
taneous detection of all three compounds 
is essential for diagnose of relevant health 
problems. However, the electrochemical oxidation 
potentials of AA, DA, and UA are overlapped 
and responses are influenced by the presence of 
other bio-species [44]. Extensive efforts have 
been made in order to overcome these problems 
[45,46]. Carbon nanostructures and, especially, 
graphene have shown remarkable charge-transfer 
properties and suitable chemical stability [47].
    Combination of unique electronic properties of 
graphene with a large surface area of self-organized 
nanofibers allows production of a sensor for effective 
simultaneous determination of bio-analytes. Sensors 
were prepared out of highly foliated graphene 
deposited onto fibers and thoroughly tested for 
electrochemical response using cyclic voltammetry 
and differential pulse voltammetry (DPV) a 
substrate with calculated density of foliates of 50 ± 
10 per micron length of the fiber has demonstrated 
the voltammetric responses of well-defined and 
resolved oxidation peaks at –60 mV, 210 mV, 
and 320 mV for AA, DA, and UA, respectively, 
demonstrating a good selective electrocatalytic 
performance and perspective to be successfully 
used for the simultaneous detection of three bio-
species, Fig. 14, [46,48]. The sensitivity measured 
by differential pulse voltammetry was found to be 
0.59 μM, 0.47 μM, and 0.28 μM for ascorbic acid, 
dopamine, and uric acid, respectively [48].
      Transition metals such as Cu nano-particles (NP) 
can further improve charge and mass transfer of the

Fig. 13. Top view of scaffold (a), general view of vertical scaffold (b), vertical scaffold sketch with tumor 
cells (c), immunofluorescence images of cancer cells on vertical scaffold (d), side view of scaffold (e), general 
view of horizontal scaffold (f), horizontal scaffold sketch with human mesenchymal stem cells (hMSC) (g), 
immunofluorescence images of MSCs grown on horizontal GAIN for 3 days (h).
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network of GAINs resulting at even better sensitivity 
due to its multiple oxidation states and further 
increase in surface area. It have been demonstrated 
that graphene–NP combination can act synergistically 
to offer unique physicochemical properties. 
        Efficiency of catalyst is determined by a low over-
potential, high electrical activity, suitable stability, 
robustness, and cost-effectiveness of production. 
One of the ways for preparation of advanced Cu-
based nanomaterials is anchoring Cu NPs on a 
support of carbon-based network. The interactions 
between the NPs and carbon may have profound 
effect on the resulting physical and chemical 
properties of the system [49,50]. Therefore, the 
development and application of alumina/graphene/
copper hybrid sensor can allow the simultaneous 
detection of acetaminophen (AP, paracetamol), 
epinephrine (EP, adrenaline), and tryptophan (Trp).
   Electrochemically deposited particles of nano-
copper onto GAINs as detailed in [51] resulted in 
the synergistic effects of graphene– Cu hybrid 
structures on overall performance of the electrode 
towards EP, AP, and Trp in their individual and 
simultaneous determination. The collected data 
demonstrated the linear calibration curves and 
the outstanding instrumental detection limits of 
0.027, 0.012, and 0.009 μM for EP, AP, and Trp, 
respectively. Fig. 15 shows morphology of decorated 
GAINs and CVs of bare GCE, GAIN, and GAIN/Cu 
in 0.1M phosphate buffer (pH 6.0) alongside with 
linear relationships between current and square root 
of scan rate for GAIN/Cu for different analytes. 
This validates the analytical utility of the GAIN/
Cu chemo-sensor. The GAIN/Cu electrochemical 
sensor with a good stability and repeatability can 
be an appropriate candidate for the pharmaceutical 
applications and clinical investigations.

4. CONCLUSIONS
The present review is concentrated on the  
development of a cost-effective and environmentally 
friendly method of graphene growth on arbitrary 
ceramic surfaces at atmospheric pressure and 
relatively low temperatures by procedure. The 
developed CVD procedure allows controllable 
deposition of carbon with tailored morphology, 
starting from a few layered smooth coatings and 
ending by highly foliated fuzzy nanostructures. 
The material which offers tailorable density of 
graphitic edges, which is needed for a highly 
stable electrocatalyst support has been offered. 
The graphene encapsulated nanofibers have been 
used as fillers for manufacturing electroconductive 
ceramics with no deterioration in mechanical 
properties. Unique properties of scaffolds, based 
on graphenated nanostructures, have been used to 
provide an improved capacity in enhancing human  
mesenchymal stem cells alignment without any 
additional manipulations and a possible cells 
differentiation fate. The outstanding electrochemical 
stability of the platinized graphene encapsulated 
fibers and an improvement in the mass activity 
have confirmed applicability of the structures 
for electrochemical applications.  The alumina 
nanofibers encapsulated by highly foliated multi-
layered graphene have been used for a simultaneous 
detection of ascorbic and uric acids together with 
dopamine. The developed sensor has demonstrated 
the superior electrocatalytic activities providing 
excellent selectivity and low detection limits 
towards this ternary mixture. The developed 
alumina/graphene/copper hybrid sensor allows 
the simultaneous detection of acetaminophen (AP, 
paracetamol), epinephrine (EP, adrenaline), and 
tryptophan (Trp).

Fig. 14. Sketch of the process of sensor fabrication (a), fibers covered by foliated graphene (b, c), DPV 
profile measured in ternary mixture of AA, UA and DA (d).
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Fig. 15. SEM image of GAIN modified glassy carbon electrode (a); sketch of the single graphenated fiber 
decorated by copper nanoparticles (b); and CVs of bare GCE (green), GAIN (blue) and GAIN/Cu (red) in 
0.1M phosphate buffer (pH 6.0) containing 200 μM EP, 100 μM AP, and 100 μM Trp at 10 mV s−1. Insets 
show linear relationships between current and square root of scan rate for GAIN/Cu for different analytes (d).
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